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Green Clean Day
We all know better: We don’t live in a “paperless society.” Nor a paper clip-less society;
nor a staple-less society. Here
at Michigan Law, our busy
offices regularly recycle as
much as possible—and each
May we set aside Green
Clean Day to concentrate
on recycling and reuse
efforts. The flyer at right
shows the results from
Green Clean Day last
spring: Nearly three
tons of recycled and
reused paper, office
supplies, and other items were
gathered up during this annual sweep.
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David Uhlmann, ELPP on the front line
David Uhlmann is used to being
on the front line on environmental issues—as a U.S. Justice
Department prosecutor in United
States v. Elias, Uhlmann won
a 17-year sentence against an
Idaho fertilizer manufacturer for
actions that left a 20-year-old man
permanently brain-damaged, the
longest sentence handed down
until recently for environmental
crime—so he’s excited about
being the architect and founding
director of Michigan Law’s new
Environmental Law and Policy
Program (ELPP).
ELPP is “an effort by the Law
School to address some of the
most significant issues facing our
country and the world,” explains
Uhlmann, who also is a Public
Interest/Public Service Faculty
Fellow at Michigan Law. ELLP
will include course offerings from
several faculty members, including
Uhlmann’s own newly-designed
course, Environmental Law and
Policy, and a course that he will
offer this winter in Environmental
Crime; a speaker series (former
EPA Administrator Carol Browner
was the first speaker in the series;
see story on page 54); and, starting
next year, an annual conference
focusing on environmental law and
policy. Uhlmann also is looking
into developing interdisciplinary
courses that enrich Michigan Law’s
curriculum as well as complement and strengthen dual degree
programs the Law School offers
with U-M’s Schools of Natural
Resources and Environment, Public
Policy, Business, and Public Health.
Environmental law involves a
difficult balancing of ecological
and economic interests, according
to Uhlmann. Like many legal
specialties, it often overlaps with

other areas of law, including
constitutional law, property, torts,
public health, worker safety, and
labor law. Compounding matters,
regulatory agencies’ abbreviations
and acronyms produce an often
unpronounceable “alphabet soup of
statutes and regulatory programs,”
he says.
“My goal over the years has
been to demystify environmental
law,” Uhlmann explains about his
teaching philosophy. “I hope to
provide an understanding of how
our environmental law system
works, informed by my experience
as a practicing attorney, and in the
process to get students excited
about careers in environmental
law.”
As a government attorney—he
joined the Justice Department
in 1990 and 10 years later, at age
37, became the nation’s youngest
Chief of the Environmental Crimes
Section—Uhlmann found himself
energized by his dual role as
defender of the environment and
lawyer for the public. “There is no
greater honor for an attorney than
to stand up in court and say that
you represent the people of the
United States,” he says.
Now he’s utilizing that energy
and enthusiasm to train lawyers for
the challenges of environmental
practice. Enforcement of environmental laws and regulations has
grown in frequency and complexity
over the years, he explained.
Uhlmann joined a fledgling
Environmental Crimes Section in
1990; today, the office has more
than 40 attorneys. In 1990, he and
his fellow federal lawyers mostly
prosecuted individual dumping
cases involving small companies
and sole proprietorships; today,
Continued on page 54.

New ELPP program enriches long tradition
Michigan Law’s new Environmental

Law and Policy Program raises current environmental awareness as
well as expands on a solid tradition
of academic and practical environmental legal work at the Law School.
For example:

• Joseph Sax, who taught at
the Law School from 1966-86, was
instrumental in developing environmental law as an academic and
practice area, expanding environmental interpretations of existing
laws, and fashioning new law. During
the 1960s he drafted what finally
became the Michigan Environmental
Protection Act in 1970, and is often
called the “Sax Act.” Now an emer´
itus law professor at Boalt Hall, UCBerkeley, Sax was awarded the Blue
Planet Prize from Japan’s Asahi Glass
Foundation this year “for drafting the
world’s first modern environmental
law based on public trust doctrine
supporting citizen action for protection of the environment, and for his
pioneering contributions in development of the theory of environmental
protection law and in establishing
environmental laws internationally.” Amory Lovins, chairman and
chief scientist of the Rocky Mountain
Institute in Colorado, was the other
winner this year.

David
Uhlmann

• Michigan Law enjoys a longstanding relationship with the
National Wildlife Federation (NWF),
which provides cases for the School’s
Environmental Law Clinic, taught by
NWF Senior Counsel Neil Kagan. In
addition, Andrew P. Buchsbaum,
director of NWF’s Great Lakes
Natural Resource Center, teaches a
special course that examines an environmental case in detail. Also, former
NWF Executive Director, Mark Van
Putten, ’82, now head of his own
consulting firm in Washington, D.C.,
is a Public Interest/Public Service
Faculty Fellow at Michigan Law.
• Professor Nina Mendelson,
who teaches Environmental Law and
has curricular interests in environmental/natural resources law as well
as law in the health, labor/employment, public interest, and public
law/regulatory policy areas, serves
as one of three U.S. special legal
advisers to the NAFTA Commission
on Environmental Cooperation.

Before joining the faculty in 1999,
she served with the Environment and
Natural Resources Division of the
U.S. Department of Justice, where
she was a litigator and adviser on
legislative matters and environmental policy initiatives and participated in federal legislative negotiations. She also has served as a
fellow to the U.S. Senate Committee
on Environment and Public Works;

Joseph Sax

• Professor Ellen D. Katz came
to Michigan Law in 1999 from the
Justice Department’s Environmental
and Natural Resources and Civil
Divisions.
• Earl Warren Delano Professor
of Law James E. Krier, a member
of the Michigan Law faculty since
1983, is a widely known expert on
the issue and law of takings.

Neil Kagan

• Professor Edward A. Parson,
who joined the Michigan Law faculty
in 2003 and also holds an appointment in U-M’s School of Natural
Resources and Environment, is a
renowned expert on international
and domestic environmental policy.
He is an author of the recently
released Global-Change Scenarios:
Their Development and Use, published by the U.S. Climate Change
Science Program, and is co-author
(with A.E. Dessler) of The Science
and Politics of Global Climate
Change: A Guide to the Debate
(Cambridge University Press, 2006).
• James V. Campbell Professor of
Law Philip Soper, a member of the
faculty since 1973, practiced with
the General Counsel’s Office at the
Council on Environmental Quality.
• Michigan Law for many years
has offered a dual degree program
that allows a student to earn a J.D.
and a master’s degree from the
School of Natural Resources and the
Environment at the same time.

Philip Soper

Edward A. Parson

Andrew P. Buchsbaum

Mark Van Putten

Nina Mendelson

Ellen D. Katz

James E. Krier
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Continued from page 52.

violators are much more sophisticated, and more often
include large, multi-national corporations and their senior
corporate officers.
In addition, global environmental problems and the
changing nature of American environmental concerns
demand flexible legal thinking, new statutes and regulatory
programs, and, increasingly, multinational treaties. Our
domestic environmental law system is 35 years old; the first
Earth Day, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean
Air Act, and the Clean Water Act all date from the 1970s.
“It is time for a new generation of environmental laws in the
United States to address our disproportionate contributions
to the deterioration of the global environment,” according
to Uhlmann.
Environmental laws, especially in the United States, have
been mostly national in scope, while many environmental
problems, like radiation spread from the nuclear plant
accident at Chernobyl, make sovereign jurisdictions meaningless. Although the United States has signed and enforces
some international environmental treaties—Uhlmann cites
the MARPOL protocols of the International Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution from Ships and the Convention
on International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES) as
examples—“the United States has fallen woefully behind [in
terms of international cooperation on environmental issues],
and we need to reverse that trend before it is too late.”
But the flip side of the coin is that the United States is such
a huge world economic force that domestic environmental
enforcement can have worldwide impact, he adds. For
example, enforcement of U.S. laws requiring oceangoing
ships to have working pollution control equipment has global
impact, because most ships eventually come to American
ports. If they falsify their records to conceal illegal dumping
or have inoperable pollution control equipment, even foreignflag ships risk prosecution in the United States.
And the United States is “way ahead” of most other
countries in enforcement, he explains. Now the United States
must show similar commitment to environmental reforms.
“Will we lead by example or will we continue to fail to
provide leadership? That is the fundamental question with
regard to climate change, loss of biodiversity, development of
alternative energy, sustainable development, and the health of
the global environment.”
“I came to Michigan wanting to make a difference,”
Uhlmann explains. “If the program we develop can motivate
students at Michigan Law to help address some of the pressing
environmental issues facing our nation and the world, then
our mission will be accomplished.”
For the ELPP page on the Web, visit www.law.umich.
edu/centersandprograms/elpp/Pages/default.aspx.
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Former EPA administrator: Climate
change finally getting attention
Climate change finally has caught
Americans’ attention and “a lot of what
we’ve done to protect our air and water
can help us on climate change,” Carol M.
Browner, EPA administrator throughout
the Clinton Administration, explained to
a Law School audience in September.
It’s “fundamental” to base regulations
on solid science, but the final solutions
need not be in hand before regulations
are established, she said. For example,
when Congress regulated ozone
layer-damaging chemicals, “it created
a market” for solutions. “I believe the
same can happen with climate change.”

Former EPA Administrator Carol M.
Browner delivers her remarks as
inaugural speaker in Michigan Law’s
new Environmental Law and Policy
Program’s Speakers Series.

Appearing as the inaugural lecturer in the Speaker Series component
of Michigan Law’s new Environmental Law and Policy Program,
Browner outlined the two major steps the United States must take to
deal with climate change:
• Regulate both mobile and stationary sources of greenhouse gases.
• Enter into international emission trading regimes. “A global
trading regime I believe will eventually lead to finding a solution.”
While Washington has reacted sluggishly, the issue has become so
critical that some states, like California and several in the Northeast,
have passed their own regulations, thereby starting to create the kind
of patchwork of regulations in different states that makes it difficult
and expensive for companies to operate across state lines or in more
than one state, she noted.
“More and more companies are calling for Congress to regulate
greenhouse gases,” she reported. While Washington is failing to act,
the states are beginning to act. . . . . Companies find themselves in
three or more regulatory regimes. They hate that. Companies that
operate globally are already experiencing regulatory regimes.”
Browner also criticized overreliance on cost-benefit analyses to
determine regulatory standards. “Frequently early cost estimates
are high and early benefit estimates are low,” she said. Cost-benefit
analyses have a role in rule-making—she regularly requested such
studies— but they should not be the only arbiters of decision-making,
she said.
Jeffrey P. Minear, administrative assistant to the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States, was the second speaker in
the series. Minear, a former assistant to the U.S. solicitor general
in the Department of Justice, explained in his talk in October that
the nation’s major environmental laws were enacted by Congress
and that the Court’s role is not one of creating major policy
emphases. Prior to passage of the Clean Air, Clean Water, and similar
“environmental” laws, the Court often used existing public health
and safety laws to make “environmental” decisions, he said. To hear
Minear’s complete talk, click the Audio & Video link at the left side of
the ELPP Web page, whose address is at left.
Other speakers scheduled for this academic year include the assistant
attorney general for the Environment and Natural Resources Division
of the U.S. Department of Justice, the director of the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality, the chief judge of the U.S.
District Court for the District of Idaho, and the dean of the Yale
School of Forestry and Environmental Studies.

Committing to integrity and professionalism
Judge John O’Meara of the U.S. District Court for the Southeastern
District of Michigan, administers Michigan Law’s first-ever Commitment
to Integrity to incoming law students as part of new student orientation
on August 29. (See the complete commitment at right.) O’Meara
addressed the new students prior to the commitment ceremony, citing
the value of civility, respect, and integrity in the practice of law and
the conduct of the courtroom. “What does this mean in practice?” he
asked, then continued: “The story goes that a lawyer for Ohio Senator
Bob Taft, then a candidate for Republican nomination to be President
(the principal opponent was Dwight Eisenhower) received a misdirected package in the mail which, when he opened it, appeared to be
the elaborate state-by-state strategy for General Eisenhower to win the
Republican nomination. The lawyer called Senator Taft, so the story goes,
and said, ‘I want you to know we have this and we must send it back
without reading it.’ And they did. That advice by a lawyer (if it happened)
urging that a client behave in an ethical way, is exactly what your oath of
integrity will require of you.”

U.S. Senator delivers Constitution Day address
The U.S. Constitution is a durable
document that has guided the United
States for 220 years, but it is under
assault, U.S. Senator Debbie Stabenow
told a Michigan Law audience on
Constitution Day in September.
Actions like holding American citizen
Jose Padilla for three years before
charging him with a crime, unlimited
detention at Guantanamo Naval Base in
Cuba, and warrantless domestic surveillance all fly in the face of constitutional
guarantees, according to Stabenow.
Although these actions came in response
to the terrorist attacks of 9/11, the
Michigan Democrat said, “9/11 altered
the needs of the nation but did not alter
the Constitution.”

Stabenow said Padilla should have
been convicted, as he was last summer,
but the significance of the conviction
is that it was handed down by a jury.
Holding him for three years without
charging him was “contrary to our
Constitution,” she said. “This is a road we
should never have gone down and should
never go down again.”
She also said the U.S. base at
Guantanamo should be closed and that
actions under the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act should be subject to
judicial and legislative oversight.
Fighting worldwide terrorism is
important but should not overwhelm
constitutional guarantees, she said. “If
we don’t live up to our beliefs under our
Constitution we will have a very hard
time having others join us.”

U.S. Senator Debbie Stabenow,
D-Michigan, addresses the Constitution
Day audience at Michigan Law in
September. At left is Professor Richard
Primus, who introduced Stabenow.
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Fred Furth, ’59, Law School sponsor

Dean Evan H. Caminker guides conference
participants on a tour of Michigan Law.

15th Annual International Judicial Conference:
World’s judges gather at Michigan Law
Michigan Law became a global magnet for judges from many countries as
more than 100 justices gathered here last May for the 15th annual International
Judicial Conference. Speaking in a variety of languages, translation earphones
tightly tucked over their ears, the jurists found common ground in describing,
comparing, and striving to improve their judicial systems and practices.
The yearly conference was begun by Law School graduate and California
attorney Fred Furth, ’59, who saw in the breakup of the Soviet Union and
resulting emergence of new republics in Eastern Europe an opportunity to
improve judicial independence and democracy. The conference, sponsored
by the Furth Foundation and Michigan Law, has grown since its beginnings
to include participants from throughout Europe as well as Africa and Asia.
Over a three-day period last May, participants discussed a number of
topics, including:
• The incorporation of treaty law and the law of nations into domestic judicial
decision-making;
• Judicial borrowing: International and comparative law as nonbinding tools of
domestic legal adjudication;
• Judicial autonomy for corporate, commercial, and trade adjudication; and
• Specialized courts or functions in complex corporate and commercial
adjudication—Corporate, capital markets, tax, labor/employment, and
intellectual property.
Dean Evan H. Caminker welcomed the jurists and other participants, and
Michigan Law faculty members Daniel Halberstam, Nicolas C. Howson,
Vikramaditya S. Khanna, and Steven R. Ratner served as panel
discussion commentators.

Hans Christian Krüger, ’59, former deputy
secretary general of the Council of Europe and
conference co-chairman, chats with Michigan
Law Professor Daniel Halberstam.
Participants in the 15th International Judicial Conference gather for a group photo in front
of the Law School Reading Room.
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Translators provide conference speeches to
participants in Spanish, English, French, and
Russian.

Michigan Law Professor Steven R. Ratner offers
commentary after panelists’ discussion of “The
incorporation of treaty law and the law of nations
into domestic judicial decision-making.”

International Judicial Conference founder and chairman
Fred Furth, ’59, addresses participants.

Michigan Law Professor Vikramaditya S.
Khanna offers commentary after panelists’
discussion of “Judicial autonomy for corporate,
commercial, and trade adjudication.” At left is
Ivan Verougstraete, president of the Court of
Cassation in Belgium.

Earphones in place, participants concentrate
on live translations of conference proceedings.
Fred Furth, ’59, conference founder and chairman, and Judge
Eugene Sullivan of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces share an aside.

Participants listen intently to
conference proceedings.
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Legal education and helping the
community go hand in hand
Helping the community is an integral part
of the legal profession, and Michigan Law
exposes students to its ethic of public service
right from the start: Each entering class
spends a day of its orientation doing
service work at a variety of agencies
in the Ann Arbor Area. For summer
starters, Service Day is in May. It’s in
late August for fall starters.
No matter the date, however, the
purpose is the same: to better understand the commitment that Michigan
Law and the legal profession have to
giving back to your community and
helping to improve it. And as these
photos show, satisfaction and just plain fun
often go hand in hand in the process.

Garden preparation and vegetable planting are
the order of the day for Michigan Law summer
starters doing Service Day work at Dawn Farm,
a substance abuse treatment facility southeast
of Ann Arbor. At lunchtime, Adjunct Clinical
Assistant Professor Neil Kagan addresses the
students. Kagan, a senior counsel with the National Wildlife Federation, teaches Michigan
Law’s Environmental Law Clinic.

Whether summer or fall starter, a Service Day of
work winds up with an under-the-tent buffet with
fellow students in the Law Quadrangle.
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Working with string, lime, field flags, and goal posts
and nets, fall starters lay out soccer fields and clean
up at Detroit’s historic Fort Wayne during Service
Day in August. The fields are used by Think Detroit/
PAL, a community service agency that organizes
athletic and other activities for youth in the Motor
City. At lunchtime, Think Detroit founder Daniel
S. Varner, ’94, recounts his introduction to public
service and his continuing commitment to it.

Open house for public
service
Public service took center
stage as students learned of public
interest/public service opportunities
offered through Michigan Law and
talked with fellow students who had
done such work at the annual Public
Service Open House in September.
More than 20 students were on
hand to share their experiences
with incoming and other students
interested in public service work
ranging from child advocacy and
women’s issues to environmental law
and criminal law. Participants could
talk with students whose placements
ranged from work with the Georgia
Capital Defenders and the Mississippi
Center for Justice to the White
House Counsel’s Office and the U.S.
Senate’s Agriculture Committee.
Here, top to bottom:
• The open house invites students
to a cornucopia of opportunities to
learn about public interest/public
service areas and meet with fellow
students who have worked in
those fields.
• Assistant Dean for Public
Service MaryAnn Sarosi, ’87, chats
with a student interested in public
service work.
• Diane Sherman, Siddharth Nag,
National Wildlife Federation and
Faegre & Benson Environmental
Law Fellow Kyle Landis-Marinello,
and David Hobstetter, who worked
with Environmental Defense in
Sacramento, discuss opportunities in
environmental law.
• Jenny Wyeth, who worked with
Human Rights First’s Refugee
Protection Program, relates her
insights and experiences.
• Malinda Ellwood (second from
left), who served with the National
Women’s Law Center in Washington,
D.C., leads a discussion of issues
affecting women with Adrienne
Fowler, Anna Skiba-Crafts, Anya
Pavlov-Shapiro (back to camera) and
Mustafa Unlu.

International Law Workshop

James Kynge, managing director of Pearson
PLC China and former China bureau chief
of Financial Times, kicks off the fall lineup
of International Law Workshop (ILW)
speakers with his talk “Law, Regulation
and Investment in China—Observer to
Participant.” The soaring Chinese economy
“is raising a real question mark over
the traditional thinking that you need a
pluralistic political system in order to have
a booming economy,” said Kynge, author of
China Shakes the World. Although the rule
of law is slowly replacing traditional ways
in China, “the Communist Party is not willing
to relinquish all of its power to a rule of
law system,” Kynge reported. For example,
he said, often you find that the regulator is
also your competitor. Other speakers in the
fall term and their topics included: James
E. and Sarah A. Degan Professor of Law
James C. Hathaway, director of Michigan
Law’s Program in Refugee and Asylum Law,
and soon to begin a leave to serve as dean
of the University of Melbourne Law School
in Australia, speaking on “What’s All the
Fuss About Human Trafficking?”; Associate
Professor Tang Xin of the Tsinghua
University School of Law in China, “New
Progress of Corporate Governance in China”;
H.E. Judge Bruno Simma of the International
Court of Justice and an Affiliated
Overseas Faculty member with Michigan
Law, speaking on “The Genocide Case
(Bosnia Herzegovina v. Serbia) before the
International Court of Justice”; Joanne
Mariner, director of the Terrorism and
Counterterrorism Program of Human Rights
Watch, discussing “The CIA’s Detention,
Interrogation, and Rendition Program”; and
John B. Bellner III, a legal advisor to the
U.S. Department of State, whose topic was
not yet available at press time.
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